Software and digital platform sector
Collaborate with customers to co-create success

Customer retention has never been more critical

Trends toward online business are accelerating. Some software and digital platform companies are experiencing an increase in demand, others are losing traction as customers cut discretionary spend. The winners will collaborate with their customers, channel partners to deliver value during recovery and accelerate growth beyond it.

How PwC can help
- Bring new products and experiences through subscription and consumption means
- Accelerate business value through sales and marketing transformation
- Connect insights from across the organization to elevate customer experience
- Align sales team incentives to value drivers for your customers
- Implement digital upskilling to bridge gaps in understanding customer needs
- Transform how you connect, transact and engage with customers

Four priorities for collaborating with customers
1. Study your customers—they’ve changed
2. Expand the boundaries of your sales team
3. Adopt customer success models
4. Push the limits of innovation

Why PwC

Strong foundation
- Leverage our deep knowledge of the software and digital platforms sector and ecosystem players
- Build an integrated, stable business structure supporting your path to innovation

Business agility
- Tackle complex problems with a holistic and collaborative approach
- Design and execute a connected solution addressing platform, UX and privacy objectives

Growth transformation
- Drive performance and retention backed by customer behavior trends
- Power your offerings with technology-enabled human centered design
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